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CHAPTER 34

INVESTIGATION OF ROLLING AS A
SECONDARY SOIL CULTIVATION PROCESS
MURSEC, B.; JANZEKOVIC, M. & BANAJ, D.
Abstract: Rolling removes the deficiencies committed during ploughing. In a field
test the influence of different rollers (edged, rubber and smooth) on sprouting of
three sorts of buckwheat ('Bamby', 'Darja' and 'Gorenjka') was compared. The test
was carried out on the basis of divided lots of land in a random block. Sowing and
rolling were performed on 6 June 2003. Then, there was an extreme drought causing
lack of humidity in the ground. The plants were counted on the 10 and 12 July, i.e.,
on the fourth and sixth day after sowing. The most sprouting plants were in case of
rubber rollers, followed by smooth and edged rollers. The least plants sprouted on
the non-rolled lots of land. The sort had a statistically characteristics effect on the
share of plants sprouting during the fourth and sixth day after sowing. The sort
'Gorenjka' had most sprouting plants, followed by the sort 'Bamby' and the sort
'Darja' with least sprouting plants. The most favourable combination is the rubber
roller and the sort 'Gorenjka'. Rolling is an important soil cultivation measure after
sowing of small seed such as the buckwheat seed, particularly, during the time of
drought when the test was performed.
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